For each item you answered incorrectly, use your textbook and/or notes to figure out the correct response. If you are stuck, ask a member of the E201 Instructional Team for a hint during office hours. Please do not email me with questions about test items.

If you are pondering the decision about continuing in E201 or withdrawing, you might think about it this way: scores on Exams 1 and 2 give you two clear indicators about your performance in E201. The prudent decision rule is to project your current average as your final course average. If that yields a grade you can live with, you should definitely continue in E201.

If you improved on Exam 2, but your average is below your minimum acceptable grade, you have a tougher decision. If your current average is two whole grades below your minimum acceptable grade, then you should probably withdraw. If you are only one grade below what is acceptable AND you are confident you will improve more on Exam 3 and the Final, you should probably continue in the course.

Whatever you decide, I hope it works out well for you.